
Chapter 3715

“With you here, Sir York, those people have no chance!”

“That said, they’re extremely cunning so you should be careful.”

After reminding Harvey of the danger, Ansel changed the subject.

“Right, Princess Wright knows about the situation as well. She’s furious about it too.”

“She was angry about the young talents of Country H being in such a sorry state.”

“It’s a shame that she has an extraordinary identity, she isn’t allowed to interfere.”

“That was why she asked me to tell you something: if you need any help, as long as it’s within her power, she’ll do everything to
lend you a hand.”

As the Big Boss’s daughter, Sienna’s identity was quite extraordinary.

If she was involved in such a controversial war, not only would she cause a huge uproar, but the Indians would probably find
another excuse to blame on.
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But since Sienna asked someone else to send word, this was enough to show her feelings for her country and its people.

“Thank the princess for me. Tell her that I can handle this for the time being.”

Harvey smiled faintly.

“What happened to Amber and the talents is quite inconvenient, but in the end, it won’t affect anything.”

“I planned to deal with the Indians alone, anyway.”

“We’re back to square one.”

“Besides, even the Three Demon Monks won’t be able to do anything to me together…”

“Let alone Axel and the three top talents.”

If Axel kept crossing the line and infuriated Harvey, he would probably get serious and crush the
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Indians without hesitation.

Ansel sighed.

“Did you forget? There are only two Demon Monks left!”

“That said, Axel’s a lot harder to deal with! His schemes are all pretty impressive; they all come one after another!”

“He got Koen’s men to poison Amber and the talents; he got Zoe to try to seduce you, and then he forced you to go against
Golden Palace!”

“It’s good you didn’t kill Koen and Emily. If not, we’d have to make you sit here for forty–eight hours!”

“When that happens, everything will be done for!”

“I suspect Axel was even waiting outside Golden Courtyard, waiting for you to finally kill someone!”

“Looks like we’ll have to keep our guard up against those people…”

“They’re tough nuts to crack.”

“India has been competing against Country H in the far east for many years; they’re desperately trying to become one of the
world’s strongest countries.”
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“A country like that would naturally have the strength and the courage to carry out their duties. Of course they’d be formidable
opponents.”

“There are a lot of experts in India including Axel. It’s enough to show his status and capability for him to be leading a group of
them here.”

Ansel laughed.

“It’s a shame you’re his opponent.”

“Alright, that’s enough talk for now. Just pay up a small bail as a pretext and you’ll be able to get out of here in no time.”

“I’ll handle the rest; Amber and the others included.”

“We won’t let you worry about anything else other than the fight ahead.”

Harvey nodded before turning on his phone; he saw a text from half an hour ago, from Queenie.


